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Course Portal Noppa is a webportal for everyday course work and communication. For students it offers personalised
information about the courses they are attending. Noppa consists of course websites on which teachers can publish
e.g. lecture slides and other materials as well as course news.

General Information

The Noppa consists of course websites, each of which includes the following static pages:
- Course home page: Three latest news headlines and the course schedule.
- Course overview: Credits, contents, e.g. mainly from Oodi’s database.
- News: Course news written by the course staff to the students.
- Results: A page for publishing course results. Can be seen only by users who have logged in.

There are also dynamic pages available to be added to course homepages. The course staff can deploy these pages by
adding content to them (these pages are only shown in Student mode if content is added to them):

- Lectures: Schedule of the lectures (e.g. from Oodi) and lecture materials as attachments.
- Weekly exercises: Schedule of exercises, exercise groups (e.g. from Oodi), and materials as attachments.
- Assignments: Assignments, materials as attachments, and deadlines.
- Additional reading: Additional material as attachments and archived old pages.

Furthermore course staff can also add additional extra pages to course homepages:

- Extra pages: Pages in addition to the above mention standard ones, about anything the teacher wants, e.g.
further information, extra timetable or material.

Each person logged into Noppa has their personal start page where students can see the news and important
deadlines of all the courses they are currently following. Similarly, the teacher’s start page contains the news and
deadlines of the courses administered by the teacher, and the ‘Courses I Administer’ menu bar.

Basic principles of the course websites
- There is automatically a website space in Noppa for each course which is included in the current year’s study

programme or the previous year’s. (If a course does not exist in the study programme, a course website space
can be established by creating a study event into WebOodi with that particular course code.)

- There is only one website per each course code.
- The language of the course website is always one of the following: Finnish, Swedish, or English.  (Course

websites can be administered in Finnish or in English.)
- Publicity of the website: In principle all content in Noppa is public to the entire world. Although teachers may

choose to limit the publicity of the attachments so that only persons logged in (both students and staff
members) to Noppa can read them. Course results are always automatically protected.

- Many publishers do not allow their material, for example in PDF-format, to be saved and shared through
course’s web pages or different portals. You can, however, link different electronic materials for the use of
students by using Bib.fi-links and Libproxy-links. More information from the Library:
http://lib.aalto.fi/en/materials/guides/e-linking/.

Data transfers from Oodi to Noppa (see Tiedonsiirrot Oodista Noppaan [currently only in Finnish] for more info)
- Noppa reads information from Oodi, but does not write or change anything in Oodi.
- Exam and lecture dates added to Oodi appear on the home page of each course in Noppa. Dates will be

automatically updated every night.
- Course overview will be updated every night with information from Oodi, if no changes have been done.
- Pages Lectures and Weekly assignments do not automatically update. The teacher may import the schedules.
- When students register for a course in WebOodi, the same course automatically appears to the student’s

”Courses I follow” menu bar in Noppa. It is not possible to view or print course registration lists from Noppa.

Course Portal Noppa
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User names and admin rights
- Admin rights are course-specific. There can be several admins for each course. Persons added into staff

members in Oodi for the course get automatically admin rights for the course in Noppa (this updates every
night). Admin rights can be checked and added also in Noppa.

- Noppa uses the Aalto Weblogin single-sign on system (Aalto user-id and password). Additional user rights are
not needed in Noppa. Course website admin must be a staff member or a present student.

Noppa maintenance breaks
- Noppa will have a short maintenance break on Mondays starting at 17.00. The break is estimated to last

under 15 minutes. Noppa can be used normally after the break.
- Overall service reliability is maintained with these regular maintenance breaks.
- Other possible breaks is service will be notified in the Noppa news. You can see the Noppa news after logging

into Noppa in your personal starting page.

Making links to Noppa
- The URL of the Noppa portal is: https://noppa.aalto.fi
- URLs of course websites are: https://noppa.aalto.fi/noppa/kurssi/COURSECODE.
- Links can be made also to point to each individual page of the course website.
- Links can also be made to results of the course search or lists of courses by unit, e.g.

https://noppa.aalto.fi/noppa/kurssit/chem/t1020
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Quick Checklist for Admins of Course Websites in Noppa

Before the course starts
Check the admins of the course website and edit if necessary
Make an archive of the current content, if needed
Delete old content (from the last time the course was held), if that is not needed anymore
Check the language of the course website and edit if necessary
Specify the validity period of the course website
Check and edit the course overview. Add information about the course staff and their contact details.
Edit lecture and exercise schedules and other practical issues.

At the beginning of the course
Tell the students that the course website can be found in the Noppa portal (see tips below)

When the course is under way
Use the news column for course communication
Update lecture slides, assignments, and other course materials into Noppa

At the end of the course
Publish the course results on page Results
Check the validity period of the course website and admins (e.g. course assistants)

Many publishers do not allow their material, for example in PDF-format, to be saved and shared through
course’s web pages or different portals. You can, however, link different electronic materials for the use of
students by using Bib.fi-links and Libproxy-links. More information from the Library:
http://lib.aalto.fi/en/materials/guides/e-linking/

Tips: How to Inform Students at the Beginning of the Course
Here are some tips and important basic information about Noppa that the teachers may inform their students about
when talking about Noppa:

- Location. Noppa is located at https://noppa.aalto.fi
- Logging in. Noppa uses Aalto Weblogin single-sign on system (Aalto user-id and password). One may log in to

Noppa anywhere. More info about passwords at
https://inside.aalto.fi/display/ITServices/Accounts+and+passwords

- Menu “Courses I follow”. After logging in to Noppa each student has his/her personal start page on which
there is a menu bar “Courses I follow”. This includes links to the websites of the courses for which the
student has registered for in WebOodi. The students may also add courses in to the menu in Noppa by
searching the course and using the button “Add to Courses I follow”. Courses can be deleted from the menu
by moving them into the menu Old Courses. Tip: Each student has a personal menu ”My links” in to which
can be added links to e.g. courses websites which are not yet in Noppa.

- Problems. Under Help a FAQ page can be found as well the email to the helpdesk.
- And what is Noppa anyway? Course portal Noppa is a webportal for everyday course work and

communication. For students it offers personalised information about the courses (s)he is attending. Noppa
consists of course websites on which teachers can publish e.g. lecture slides and other materials as well as
course news. The students cannot publish any content in Noppa.

- Does Noppa replace WebOodi? No, it does not. Noppa and WebOodi complete each other. Noppa and
WebOodi are two different systems that are used for different purposes. Noppa is a tool for everyday course
work and it is used by course staff and students, while Oodi is an official student register that is used for
official tasks such as course enrolments, credit and study right registrations, ordering transcripts of records,
and keeping student contact details up-to-date.
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Getting Started Updating Course Website (Course administration)
When you start updating a course website in Noppa:

1) check the admins of the course website and edit if necessary,
2) make an archive of the current content, if needed
3) delete old content if that is not needed anymore – new content will replace the old
4) specify the language of the course website,
5) specify the validity period of the course website, and
6) edit other course pages (course overview, lectures, exercises, assignments, etc.).

Choose the course from the menu Courses I administer and change to Admin mode (button on the top of the page).
All the following actions can be found under Course administration on the left side of the page.

Adding Course Website Admins
There can be several admins for each course website. They can be staff members as well as students who assist in the
course. All the courses they administer can be seen on their personal menu Courses I administer. There are three
ways how to get admin rights to a course website:
a) Persons added into staff members in Oodi for the course (vastuuopettaja) or the study event (any role) get auto-

matically admin rights for the course in Noppa. (More info in Tiedonsiirrot Oodista Noppaan document in Finnish.)
The courses can be seen on his/her personal menu Courses I administer. These admin rights cannot be removed
in Noppa.

b) Persons who already have admin rights for a course website can add more admins for the course by choosing
Administrators > Add administrator.

c) Also Noppa helpdesk can add course website admins authorized by the staff of student services at the school. In
this case, please contact noppa@aalto.fi.

Clearing Old Content
If there is content on the website from the last time the course
was held, you can remove the content. It is also possible to use
the old content as a basis.
Choose Clear content in order to delete the old content. You
can choose which page to clear. In each case, Noppa asks your
approval.

Tip: If you want to delete Extra pages, you have two
possibilities: clear the content by editing or delete the
whole page by choosing Extra pages > Edit. In page Clear
content it is not possible to clear the extra pages.

Choosing the Language
The language of the course website is always one of the following: Finnish, Swedish, or English. Noppa reads
information about the course from Oodi according the language. Choose page Language and select the language.

Selecting the language of the course website affects the language of the particular website. The language of the
course website is this for all users. Besides this there is another language selection: all users of Noppa may select
a portal language they prefer by selecting at  the upper right corner of Noppa My settings/Omat asetukset >
Language settings/Kieliasetukset > Portal language/Portaalin kieli > Edit/Muokkaa > choose Englanti. Changing
the language of the course page formats all the changes made to the course overview.

Setting the Validity Period
The validity period of the course page determines the period of time during the course page is kept up to date.
Outside of the period, a warning message will be displayed to inform the visitor that the contents of the page may be
out of date. Choose Validity period > Edit and fill in the starting and ending dates. The dates can be edited anytime.

!

!
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Updating Pages of the Course Website
In this section there are detailed instructions on how to update each course page.

COURSE HOME PAGE
The course home page automatically shows three most recent news items and a summary of schedules on the course.
Information cannot be edited here on the home page. News can be edited on page News, Assignment deadlines on
page Assignments, and Exercise groups on page Weekly exercises. The schedule of Exams and midterm exams as well
as Lectures and other types of study events are automatically imported from Oodi and cannot be edited in Noppa.

The Most Common Icons in Noppa
Delete

Edit

Add free text on this position of the page.

Add news, lecture schedules, etc.
- A small dialog opens.

Move upwards
Move downwards

Courses I
administer
The courses
you have
admin rights
for.

My links
You may add
your own
favorites here.

General links
Seen by every
user.

Standard
pages of
a course
website

Dynamic
pages of a
course
webpage

Alternating between
Admin mode and Student mode Log out

2Course
page admin-
istration
(only in
Admin
mode)

Additional
pages
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RECOMMENDED FILE TYPES AND SIZES
Attachments: When adding attachments into Noppa, it is a good practice to use pdf as the file type, because everyone
can open the file and the content looks similar. You may use other file types as well, if you can be sure that your
students are able to open the files. Tip: also several file types, ppt and pdf, of a same file can be attached. The
maximum size of a single attachment is currently 20 Mb.
Pictures and photos: Supported file types in Noppa are jpg, gif, and png. Pictures and photos should be edited into
preferred size before importing them in to Noppa. The recommended maximum width of a picture is 500 pixels.

EDITOR
Adding free text
You can add free text to your extra pages both in the upper and lower portion of the pages. If the page contains only
free text, the middle headers ‘Timetable’ and ‘Materials’ are not shown in student mode.

Edit the content or copy-paste it from another source.

Some tips:

 Create link | Remove link

Use this to paste text from Word

Insert table

Add picture

See and edit text’s HTML code

Save and close the editor with  or cancel and close

the editor with

Choose Add text if you want to add free
text in the top or bottom of the page.
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COURSE OVERVIEW
On page Course overview you can see the course overview as the students see it. The Course overview is
precompleted with course information from Oodi that is used in the study programme. Changes made in Noppa do
not transfer into Oodi.

Choose Edit course overview in order to edit the information. In the editing dialog, all the possible editable fields in
Oodi, are shown. On the actual page, only fields with content are shown.

Free text can also be added to the bottom of the page.

There are three different types of information in the course overview:
1) Information derived from Oodi, which cannot be

edited in Noppa: Credits, Status of the Course, Level of
the Course, Teaching Period, Learning Outcomes,
Content, Assesment Methods and Criteria, Literature,
Substitutes for Courses, CEFR level, Prerequisites,
Grading Scale and Language of Instruction. These are
decided annually by the school and cannot be edited in
the middle of academic year.

2) Pre-completed fields with information from Oodi,
which can be edited in Noppa. Fields Workload, Study
Material, Registration for Courses and Further
Information can be edited in Noppa, but the changes do
not transfer in to Oodi.

Information from Oodi into Noppa is updated each
night. But if the text has been edited in Noppa, the
information coming from Oodi does not overwrite
it on that particular field.
If you wish, that the field is again filled with
original information from Oodi, please clear the
field entirely and it will be filled with the original
information during next night.

3) Information that is only edited in Noppa. Course staff
and Contact Information, and Office hours.

Note, that is the only page where information
about the course staff is given. That is why it is
important to fill it.

The  new Study Programme is made public annually on 1st August in Oodi. At the same time the new information is
also updated into Course overview page if no changes have been done in to the fields.

!

!

!
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NEWS
Course news are used to inform the students about any current issues e.g. cancelled lectures. When you publish news
in Noppa it is easy for students to follow them. The published news item automatically appears in the page News, in
the Course home page, and in the students’ personal start page. The students may also order a copy of the news via
email as well as read them via RSS news feed.

List of the published
news.

 = Deleting the news
item.

Adding a news item,
please see below.

Reading news via RSS
news feed.

Free text may be added
on the page both above
and below the news
items.

Adding a News Item
On the page News choose Add news item....

1) Posted. The date will automatically be the
current date.

2) Title. Use a title that describes the main point
of the issue, e.g. “Lecture on 13rd March
cancelled”. Writing just “Current information” is
not a good title. It is not necessary to mention
the name of the course in the news as Noppa
will automatically inform it.

3) Content. Write the content. It can be longer
than the shown space but no longer than about
1000 characters. Words with beginning
“http://” will automatically appear as clickable
links.

Please do not publish any secret
information like passwords.

4) Add link. You may add several links to news.
Title = the clickable text.
Url = the address where the links points to.
Write the title first, then Url, and click Add link.

5) Check the text and publish the news by clicking
Save.

Please note that news cannot be edited after publishing!

!

!
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RESULTS
On the page Results you may publish results of several examinations. The results are always so-called protected
content: available only for users who have logged in to Noppa (see Protection of Content for more information).
For how to add the results there are three possible ways: 1) importing results table from a CSV file, 2) adding results as
file attachments, and 3) creating a table/text with text editor.
Adding the results is phased into four steps in which the first and second steps are similar for all ways. On each step
you may go back with the button Previous. Here are the instructions for all four steps and for each way how the add
the results.

OPTION 1: Import results from a CSV file
In most cases adding results from a CSV file is the most recommended and easiest way to add results. From a CSV file
Noppa creates a webpage which is easy for students to read without opening large attachments.

Creating a CSV file
CSV files are typically created with spreadsheet programs like MS Excel by saving them in CSV file type. The tables
should be very simple like the example shown below. The tables should contain no other information.

Student
number

Assign. 1 Assign. 2 Assign. 3 Assign. 4 Sum Grade

45678h 4 3 4 4 89 5

67890k 4 3 4 4 53 3

12345g 5 3 5 5 78 4

23456h 5 5 5 5 55 3

Save the table made in MS Excel as CSV file:
Windows XP: File  Save As…  Save as type ”CSV (Comma Delimited)”
Windows Vista: Office Button  Save As  Other formats  Save as type “CSV (Comma Delimited)”

Step 1/4

Add the name and date of the examination as well as
grade boundaries.

Inform if there is an event where the students can
acquaint themselves with the assessments, or who to
contact.

Step 2/4

Choose how to add the results.

There are three possibilities which are explained next.
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OPTION 2: Add results as file attachments

 OPTION 3: Type in the results with text editor

Step 3/4 – Import results from a CSV file

Choose the delimiter used in CSV file.
Spreadsheet programs use different
delimiters. In MS Excel the delimiter
is semi-colon. In Open Office and
many others the delimiter is comma.

Import the saved CSV file from your computer with
the button Browse…. Press Add to confirm the
upload.

Step 4/4 – Import results from a CSV file

Noppa shows you the preview. If you are satisfied,
press Ready to confirm.

!

Step 3/4 – Add results as file attachments

Choose a file from your computer with the button
Browse…. Press Add to confirm the upload.

Step 4/4 – Add results as file attachments

Choose Ready to confirm.

Step 3/4 – Type in the results with text editor

Type in the results or use copy-paste. Then, press Next.

Step 4/4 – Type in the results with text editor

Noppa shows you the preview. If you are satisfied, press
Ready to confirm.
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LECTURES
On page Lectures the admin may publish lecture schedule, topics of the lectures, as well as lecture slides as
attachments and other materials. On how to limit the publicity of the attachments, please see Protection of Content.

Adding Lectures
Choose Add lectures… in order to add lecture schedule into Noppa. There are three combinable ways how to do this.
In the following, all ways are instructed. If you have entered the schedule of lectures into Oodi, it is warmly
recommended to use the option number 3.

OPTION 1: Add single lecture…
With this function only one individual lecture can be added at a time. It is recommended to use this option when the
course contains only few lectures in no regular weekly order. This can also be used to complete ways 2 and 3.

Add date of the lecture (from the calendar icon),
time and location.

Here you may also edit the single lecture event
(topic, description, material), please Editing an
Single Lecture Event for further instructions.

Finally, press Save to save and exit the editing
window. Noppa adds the lecture into the page
Lectures.

Please see Editing an Single Lecture Event.
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OPTION 2: Create lecture framework…
This is an easy way to add several lectures which have a regular weekly order with the same weekday, hours and
location each week, during a certain time period. Using this does not delete the content already added into the page
Lectures (like option 3). If there are some irregularities in the framework, those can be later edited event by event
individually. Also single lecture events can be deleted, if – for example – a lecture would otherwise be on a holiday.

OPTION 3: Import lecture framework from Oodi…
Creates a lecture framework based on information in Oodi. Most recommended always if a schedule of lectures has
been entered into Oodi. Please note: using this deletes all the lecture information on page Lectures and replaces it
with information from Oodi. You cannot undo this action.

Please press Continue to select lectures only once!
Reading the information from Oodi takes a while.

Noppa reads lecture information from Oodi that
corresponds to the following terms:

The code of the course is the same
The type of the study event in Oodi is “Lectures”
The beginning date of the study event is > “today
- 2 months”
The beginning date of the study event is < ”today
+ 2 years”

(Further information on data transfers from Oodi to
Noppa in Tiedonsiirrot Oodista Noppaan [in Finnish].)

Please select all the lecture frameworks you wish to
import into Noppa and press Import lectures.

Noppa creates single lecture events according to the
framework(s) into the page Lectures.

Please see Editing an Single Lecture Event.

Add weekday of the lecture, time, and location
when/where the lecture occurs weekly. Define also
the start and end dates (from the calendar icon).

Finally, press Save to save and exit the editing
window. Noppa creates single lecture events
according to the defined framework into the page
Lectures.

Please see Editing an Single Lecture Event.

If there are several weekly lectures, repeat this.

!
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Editing Lecture Page
After creating lectures using any of the means defined above, you will see a list of single lecture events on the page
Lectures.

 = Editing an individual lecture event, see below.

 = Deleting an individual lecture event.

Please check, if there are any lectures on holidays or other special days. Delete those.

Editing a Single Lecture Event

Add free text.

Sorting the list according the date, week, day,
time, location, or topic. (Each user can sort the
list as they wish = how you sort the list does
not affect the way the students see the list.)

Editing basic information of the single lecture
events in one dialog.

Editing multiple lecture events at once

Adding lectures.

!
1) In the dialog Edit lecture you may edit

information on that particular event, e.g. location.
2) Topic: Topic of the particular lecture event. Is

shown on page Lectures and helps your students
to see the big picture.

3) Brief description: can be given e.g. about the
content of the particular lecture, which chapter of
the book it deals with or how one should prepare
for the lecture. It may also include links.

4) Add material: Uploading files, e.g. lecture slides,
from your computer into Noppa.
First write a title (all characters allowed) and then
choose the file from your computer with the
button Browse…. Finally, press Add file. You may
upload several files.

Please use common filetypes like pdf. See
About File Types for further information.!
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Editing the Lecture Framework
With this function you can edit basic information of the single lecture events in one dialog. Select Edit lecture
framework… on Lecture page.

You may either edit information of single lecture event and/or use the function Updating all selected lectures to e.g.
update same location information into all of the selected lectures.

WEEKLY EXERCISES
On page Weekly exercises information about exercise groups, times, dates and locations can be given. Weekly
exercises are e.g. weekly laboratory or maths exercises. Regardless of for which (if at all) exercise group a student has
been registered in WebOodi, (s)he sees all the groups in Noppa. The exercise material is published under the title
Exercise material (e.g. in weekly order). When exercise groups have been added into this page, the groups are
automatically shown also on the Course home page.

Adding Exercise Groups
There are two ways how to add exercise groups into Noppa.

OPTION 1: Add exercise group...
This is the means to add groups manually, one at a time.

Add name of the group, day, time, location, and the starting and ending dates (from the calendar icon) during which
time period the group weekly meets. Finally, press Save.

Editing information of single lecture
events
When you are ready, press Save to
confirm and exit the dialog.

Updating all selected lectures
1) By ticking the boxes in front of

the lecture, select the lecture
you wish to edit. Choose Select
all if you wish to make changes
to all of them.

2) Write Start time, End time, or
Location which you wish to add
for the selected lectures.

3) Click Set.
4) You may repeat phases 1-3 as

many times as needed.
5) When you are ready, press Save

to  confirm and exit the dialog.
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OPTION 2: Import exercise groups from Oodi…
Creates an exercise groups based on information in Oodi. The most recommended way always if a schedule of
exercise groups have been entered into Oodi. Please note: using this deletes all the exercise groups on page Exercise
groups and replaces them with information from Oodi. You cannot do this action.

Editing Exercise Groups
Noppa does not create individual events from the imported information (like in the case of lectures). Usually there are
parallel weekly groups that use the same materials. That is why exercise materials are published under the title
Exercise material in weekly order.

Please press Continue exercise selection only
once! Reading the information from Oodi takes a
while.

Noppa sees lecture groups from Oodi that corresponds
to the following terms:

The code of the course is the same
The type of the study event is “Exercises”
The beginning date of the study event is >
“today - 2 months”
The beginning date of the study event is <
”today + 2 years”

 (Further information on data transfers from Oodi to
Noppa in Tiedonsiirrot Oodista Noppaan [in Finnish].)

Please select all the exercise groups you wish to import
into Noppa and press Import selected exercise groups.

See below further instructions how to edit the groups.

!

Adding exercise groups, see previous page.

Adding exercise material, see below.

Editing
Exercise
groups

Editing
Exercise
material

 = Editing exercise group/material, see below

 = Deleting exercise group/material
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Adding Exercise Material
Press Add material… in order to add weekly material. You may add several files for each week.

1) Add the Number of the week/session (not
obligatory) and Topic of the exercise.

2) Give a Title for the material (all characters
allowed).

3) Choose the File from your computer with
the button Browse…. Then, press Add file.
You may upload several files.

Single excersice group’s
information can be edited
or the whole set can be
edited with one single edit
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ASSIGNMENTS
The page Assignments is meant for larger assignments than weekly exercises. These assignments have a deadline. You
may publish e.g. the deadline, assignment description, and other materials. The titles and the deadlines of the
assignments will be shown on the personal start page of the students attending the course.

Choose Add assignment....

On the page Assignments you see a list of the added assignments. You may edit them, see the icons below:

 = Editing the assignment. Same dialog opens as in “Add assignment”, see above.

 = Deleting the assignment.

ADDITIONAL READING
The page Additional reading is meant for course materials that do not clearly relate to lectures, weekly exercises, or
assignments and are not suitable to be published on other pages. The materials are uploaded on the page one by one.
The archived material is published also on this page, under title Archived material.

On the page Additional reading you see a list of the added material. You may edit them, see the icons below:

 = Editing the material.

 = Deleting the material.

1) Add the deadline (from the calendar icon)
and the title of the assignment.

2) You may also write a brief description of the
assignment and a submission guideline how
to submit the assignment.

3) As attachments you may add the detailed
assignment description itself as well as other
material. Give a title for the material (all
characters allowed). Choose the file from
your computer with the button Browse….
Then, press Add file. You may upload several
files.

Choose Add material….
1) Give a title for the material (all characters

allowed).

2) Choose the file from your computer with the
button Browse…. Then, press Add file.

3) Write a brief description what the material is
about. The description will be shown on the
page Additional reading and helps the
student to find the correct material.
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EXTRA PAGES
Extra pages can be created to course homepages and they complement the standard pages. An extra page can be e.g.
a page about an excursion or a page in different language than the standard pages or a small course’s whole
timetable. The content of the page is edited with the text editor.

Do not edit multiple extra pages at the same time in your browser’s tabs. This may result an error in
the edited pages.

Adding a New Extra Page

Choose Add new page in the menu under Extra pages on the left side of the screen.

Editing the Order of the Extra Pages and Deleting Extra Pages
Choose (Edit) next to the title Extra pages on the main menu.

Adding free text, see Editor.
Adding a timetable, see Lectures.
Adding material, see Additional reading.

To add a new extra page, write the name of the page
and press Save. The name of the page will also be the
title on the menu Extra pages.

If there are several extra pages their order can be edited
with the arrows under the title List order.

!

You can change the name and the order of
the extra pages.

You can delete extra pages. Tick the
‘Delete page’ box and choose ‘Save’.
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Other Administrative Functions

Please see also chapter Getting Started Updating a Course Website.

PROTECTION OF CONTENT

The Visibility Level of the Course in Searches
You may hide a course website so that it is not included in the course search. Still, if the user knows the exact address
(URL) of the website (s)he can go to the site. So, hiding a course is just hiding it from the search results. This function is
typically used with courses that are from last year’s study programme and are no longer lectured. Course websites
cannot be entirely deleted from Noppa.

1) Choose Protection of content under the title Course page administration. On the bottom of the page you will
find Edit protection settings....

2) Edit the section Course visibility, where...

Protection of Attached Files and Extra Pages
Protecting the content means that only the users logged in to Noppa can open and read the content that is protected.
You may protect attached files and extra pages page by page. Results are always protected. The standard pages are
always public.

1) Choose Protection of content under the title Course page administration. On the bottom of the page you will
find Edit protection settings....

2) Edit the sections Protection of Attached Files and Protection of Extra Pages, where...

Public = Course search will find the website and
everyone can read it
Hidden = Course search will not find the website. Site is
visible to students that have registered to the course.
Also the exact site address will open the site.

Public = The attachments to the page are public for all
users of the Internet. Also search engines (like Google)
can find them.
Protected = The attachments to the page are only
available for users logged in to Noppa (students or
teachers). Search engines (like Google) cannot find them.

Notes = Notes are shown only to other admins of the
course website. Here you may inform them e.g. why you
protected something.

If you wish to protect your attachments to be available
to only students registered for the course, you may use
passwords in pdf files or you may use interactive tools to
share the files (Wiki, Moodle, Optima). More
information: https://wiki.aalto.fi/display/VipuPiste
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ARCHIVATION OF COURSE MATERIAL

With this function you can make an archived package in zip-format from the current content of the course website. When
creating the package you can choose which pages (with the file attached to them) you want to add into the package and
is the package public or does it require logging in. The name, description and publicity can be edited also later. Noppa
publishes the zip-packages on page Additional reading under title Archived material.

Creating an Archived Package
1) From menu Course page administration choose Archivation of course material. Press Create archivation package.

6) When the package has been created, you will get a confirmation notice. The package is published on page
Additional reading under title Archived material. It is instantly available for users of Noppa.

Editing and Deleting the Archived Package
The archived packages are published on page Additional reading under title Archived material. You may edit them,
see the icons below:

 = Editing the package. The dialog shown below opens.

 = Deleting the package.

2) Type in a name and description of the
package.

3) Choose pages you wish to add into the
package. Also the files attached to those
pages will be included.

The content of the package cannot
be edited later.

4) Choose the publicity level.

5) Confirm with Create archivation package.
Please press Create archivation
package only once! Depending on
the size of the package, it may
take even couple of minutes.

!

!

The name, description and publicity of the package
can be edited.

Also the zip file can be changed.
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OPTIMA ADMINISTRATION (UNTIL 12.12.14)

Please notice that creating workspaces and exporting student and teachers via Noppa ends at 12.12.2014. Optima is
available to the end of 2015.

Optima workspace can be used for example for sharing study material (also for the students of the course only) and
students can produce material in to the workspace (returning assignments etc.). From Noppa you can create a
workspace into Optima, transfer students registered to the course to this workspace and transfer the administrators
in Noppa to the workspace as teachers.

Support on the use of Optima is offered by the VIPU-team in Strategic support for Research and Education unit.
Instructions on the use of Optima are available in Optima after logging in on the upper navigation under section
‘Instructions’.
If you have problems with Optima, please contact optima@aalto.fi.

Creating a workspace to Optima

1) The Optima administration page can be found in the left navigation in admin mode under ‘Course page
administration’ -> ‘Optima administration’. Click on Create workspace

If a workspace for the course (course code) has already been created, different tools for Optima administration will be
show on the Optima administration page. With these tools you can copy the former workspace as a base for a new
workspace, export students registered to the course in Oodi into Optima workspace and export teachers who are
marked as course administrators in Noppa to the Optima workspace.

2)  It is recommended that you write the course
code in to the Course description.

When creating a workspace, the administrators  in
Noppa are exported as supervisors to this
workspace. The creator of the workspace is marked
as the owner of it. Students are exported in to
Optima with a different function (check ‘Updating
workspace, exporting students and teachers to
Optima’)

!
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Updating or creating a new workspace

If the course (course code) already has a workspace in Optima, you can copy the existing workspace as a base for your
new workspace or create a totally new blank workspace. Choose Update or create new workspace. And then export
the teachers to Optima so you can start editing the workspace.

Exporting teachers to Optima

You can export teachers marked as course page administrators in Noppa to Optima workspace. Choose Export
teachers to Optima.

Exporting students to Optima

You can export students registered to the course in Oodi to Optima workspace. Choose Export students to Optima


